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Synopsis
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Match is an absurd one woman comedy show about dating and trying to find your perfect 
match from award winning clown and comedian (and self proclaimed “love-expert”) Kiva 
Murphy. 

Match is a fun, absurdist, wild, party of a show about love and the trails and tribulations that 
we go through trying to find our perfect match, presented by Barcelona based theatre 
company No Guilty Bones.  

Match is an interactive, immersive comedy show based on the past 100 years of 
courting rituals.  

Petticoats to polyamory, matchmakers to millennials…80's video dating to swiping right on 
Tinder. Whether you are single or in a relationship this is cracking good time that will have 
you screaming for more matchmaker anecdotes of the hilarious things people do to find true 
love.  

Kiva brings the audience on her absurd 8 step plan to finding the ideal match. Get ready for 
speed dating marathons, ‘Sexy, French Blind Date Game shows, projections of 1980s video 
dating tapes, a narrated first date live on stage (with champagne) and 
the true story of how her mother was won in a game of chess….told 
with the help of a very romantic, albeit plastic, rooster. PLAY TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYuuoOpq5JI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYuuoOpq5JI


Awards+reviews
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Match is the latest show from Barcelona based No Guilty Bones (formally known as Can Ducks Fly)  
No Guilty Bones have had several successful shows that have very successfully toured.  

Alpha Delta 86 toured to Canada, US and Spain in 2016.  
Hello Telephones toured Spain and Portugal in 2015 and 2016 

Misdemeanours of Saccharine toured to London’s Mimetic Festival in 2015. 

Winner: Judges’ Choice Award Ottawa Fringe 2016. 
Winner Public Choice Award El Malda Theatre Barcelona 2015 

Winner Public Choice Award Caja Fuerte 2015 

“Utterly Hilarious, Kiva brings a raw mixture of comedy and physical humour 
that you cannot help laugh at” Theatre Bubble UK 

 If you like comedy, you'll love it” Onstage Ottawa. 

“Totally absurd and strange, but I loved it” Under ST Mark’s, NYC 

 ”Totally Fascinating” CBC 

”Magnificent Stage Chemistry” Apartment 613 	  
“Two of the most talented, exciting and interesting performers I have seen in a very long time”    

Ronny Pascale, Artistic Director @ the PIT NYC 

*****

*****

*****
*****



Company Bio
No Guilty Bones is an interactive theatre company based between Barcelona and London 

set up in 2014 by actress and writer Kiva Murphy.  
We are committed to bringing great stories to life by breathing a sense of playfullness and 
storytelling to the simplest adventures. Working from physical theatre, stand up comedy 

and clown backgrounds, No Guilty Bones create plays that are based on real people and 
are suitable for all audiences.  

We aim to enthral our audiences with our zany sense of humour and our unique way of 
making the mundane come to life. We believe that audiences are an obligatory part of 

theatre and we actively encourage participation in any way. 

If the public are interacting with us during the show, then the story will be irrevocably 
change every night- and that is what excites us most as theatre makers.
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The Director 
Alexander Parsonage is an award winning director based in London. With a background 

in physical theatre his work interweaves, text, music, movement, puppetry and mask. 
He has worked extensively in clown and dark comedy, and is never happier than when 
taking a serious subject and treating it dark humour and irreverence to expose the truth 

beneath. His previous devised work includes Waiting For Stanley (“A work of pure 
genius” - Edinburgh Guide), Sweeney Todd: His Life Times and Execution (“Dark, funny 
and aesthetically stunning. See it if you can” – Critics Choice Time Out), and with No 
Guilty Bones: Alpha Delta ’86 (Winner Critics Choice Award - Ottawa Fringe). He won 
the 2012 Fringe Report award for Best Artistic Director for his work with Finger in the 

Pie.

Actress/Creator 
Kiva Murphy is an Irish/French actress who lives between Barcelona and London. She 

studied physical theatre in the Jacques Lecoq School in Paris, as well as training with Aitor 
Basurri and Desmond Jones. Kiva set up her theatre company in 2015  and since then has 
toured her award winning shows Alpha  Delta 86 and Hello Telephones to the US, Canada, 

UK, Spain and Portugal. Kiva divides her time between clowning both for children in 
hospitals and on the stand up circuit, acting on screen as well as teaching and performing 

with Barcelona Improv Group.  Kiva loves to create worlds and then improvise and play 
once they have been created. Her ideal goal is to create a show where the audience are 
exited to come and join her on stage and are ready to delve into this imaginary world with 

her. For more information click here www.kivamurphy.com 



Technical Information 
We are a very flexible production - and can accommodate a variety of different spaces. 

DURATION: The run time is 55 minutes and the show is suitable for all 
audiences.  

SPACE: Our minimum requirements are a playing space that is at least 5 m x 5 m with a height 
clearance of 3.5 m. The show can be performed in the round, end on or on a thrust playing space. 
No backstage, flats or exits are necessary. There is one cast member. 

We require 4 chairs or stools and a small table for the production. The rest of the props are minimal 
and we can bring them ourselves.  

PREPARATION: A get in of 20-30 minutes would be ideal 

LIGHTS: Small rig with basic lights will be fine. We will need some house lights so that the 
actress can interact with the audience during the show. 

SOUND: The ability to play music either from usb or laptop is necessary and two wireless 
microphones would be ideal. The actress will bring her own wireless head mic so a desk 
to plug that into would be great.  Access to a projector, if not we can bring our own. Some 
kind of screen/wall to project onto is needed. 

ACCESS: The audience members and the actress will be interacting with each other 
throughout the show, so easy access from the stage and the audience is necessary. 
Audience members will also come on stage at points during the show. 

TECH: We can provide a technician but working with an in house technician would be 
better.



Added workshops 
Kiva Murphy can provide added workshops alongside the show.  

IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP:  
Kiva can provide a 2,3 or 4 hour workshop in for beginners or intermediate level 
improvisors. These will be great fun, playful courses that touch on a wide 
variety of topics and can be made suitable for groups up to 30 people.  
These workshops will work on listening to your partner, facing the unknown, 
taking risks on stage, creating something from nothing, a spirit of play and 
learning to always say yes to everything.  

These workshops can be adapted for children or adults.  

IMPROVISATION FOR BUSINESS:  

Kiva Can lead a fantastic applied improv workshop designed for people in 
business. In this workshop that lasts 4 hours the attendees  will learn basic 
improvisation skills that can then be applied in their working lives to better 
themselves and their team.  

We will learn skills such as: 
improving  communication and listening 
learning to use body language to your advantage, 
problem solving techniques to use in the moment,  
risk taking and strategising tips 
dealing with problems and failure 
skills to create cohesion and balance within the workplace.   

CLOWNING WORKSHOP 

Kiva can lead a fantastic clown workshop over either 4 hours or 8 hours split 
up into 2 x 4 hour sessions. In these workshops suitable for professional 
clowns and performers who have never tried clown, Kiva brings the students 
on a journey of self discovery into what makes you funny, how to live in the 
moment, how to love failure and how to use every moment to best have fun on 
stage. These workshops will be revealing, hilarious and totally absurd where 
nobody will be left out and everyone will learn what unique thing about them 
makes us laugh and that we are all funny, and even more funny when we fail. 
The bigger the failure the bigger the laugh. 
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CONTACT DETAILS

Company: No Guilty Bones 
Web: 	 	 	 	 	 www.noguiltybones.com 
Email: 	 	 	 	 	 noguiltybones@gmail.com 

Tel:  +34 633 428 993 (ESP)  
	 	 	 	 	 	 +44 7902 011 277 (UK) 
Address: 	 	 	 	 Calle moles 24, 4-2, Barcelona, 08002, 		  
	 	 	 	 	 	 Spain 

MATCH 
Original idea and script: 	 Kiva Murphy 
Director: 	 	 	 	 Alexander Parsonage 
Photos and video: 	 	 copyright of Iban Sarabia @ 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 www.VideoFotografia.Barcelona 

Duration: 55 minutes 

Suitable Audience: 	 suitable for all audience 

Target Audience: 20-60 year olds 

Young at heart people who want to laugh at the world, and take a lighthearted 
view on love. An audience who likes to laugh and loves absurdity. Match is a fun 
show that does not take itself or the world too seriously. There is no big political 
statement. Match is a comedy show taking a funny and at times absurd and 
satirical view on love and the ways that we try to meet our ideal match. The 
moral at the end of the play is that we should go out into the world with an open 
heart and live with a feeling of readiness to make a match, however fleeting. 
Matches can last a life time or just a moment, they might be romantic, platonic or 
just a connection whilst you buy a coffee, but I do believe that matching and 
making real connections with people is the most important thing we can do, and 
the best way to live your life.
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Production shots
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